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This document is for informational purposes only and not for onward distribution. It is not
intended for distribution to retail clients, retail customers or retail investors. This document
contains limited information on indices and strategies. Further information is available on
request.

The Shiller Barclays CAPE®
Index Family
The Shiller Barclays CAPE® Index
Family are equity indices utilising
the Cyclically Adjusted Price
Earnings Ratio (CAPE®) as a key
driver for the valuation of sectors
and designed by Barclays and
Professor Robert Shiller.
Barclays and Professor Shiller
partnered in September 2012 to
develop the first Shiller Barclays
CAPE® Index family based on US
Sectors, and European versions
were added in September 2013.
In September 2022 Barclays and
Professor Shiller added the Global
Sector indices, applying a similar
methodology to the US and
European Sector indices, but this
time providing exposure to global
developed market stocks.

The Shiller Barclays CAPE® Index
Family of indices offer equity
market exposure with a ‘value’ bias
and are intended for buy and hold
investors with a multi-year time
horizon – within this framework
they may provide positive long
term returns for investors.
The indices may be used in a
portfolio as a substitute for:
• Equity exposure
• A sector rotation strategy
• A value allocation, or for investors
seeking exposure to the value
risk premia
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About Robert Shiller
Professor Robert Shiller is an
American economist and Sterling
Professor of Economics at Yale
University. He has been the CoDirector of the Behavioral Finance
Workshop at the National Bureau of
Economic Research since 1991.

He is well known for jointly
developing the Standard & Poor’s/
Case-Shiller Home Price Indices
and is a best-selling author
of several economics books.
Professor Shiller also developed the
widely known CAPE® Ratio.

The CAPE® ratio was introduced in 1988 by economists Professor Robert
Shiller and John Y. Campbell as an improvement upon the traditional Price/
Earnings (P/E) ratio.
The traditional P/E ratio is equal to price divided by the most recent 1-year
earnings. A company’s earnings can be volatile from year to year during the
ups and downs in each business cycle. The traditional P/E ratio can, at times,
be potentially unreliable in terms of understanding a companies’ “true”
valuation given a single year of earnings may not reflect the companies’
actual earning power.
The CAPE® ratio uses the 10-year average of inflation-adjusted earnings
instead of single year earnings. Since the 10-year horizon is longer than most
business cycles, taking such a long-term average helps to smooth out the
short-term noise.

CAPE® =

Real Sector Price
10-year average of inflation adjusted sector earnings
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The Relative CAPE® Ratio

The Index
uses a modified version
of the CAPE® Ratio – the
Relative CAPE® ratio - to
standardise comparison
across sectors.
On an unadjusted basis,
some sectors may appear
overvalued or seem undervalued,
leading to persistent biases in sector
CAPE® ratios. These are driven
by inherent long- term underlying
differences between sectors, such
as level of industry maturity, growth
prospects, and regulations. By using
the Relative CAPE® ratio to select
sectors, the Index aims to pick sectors
that are potentially undervalued when
comparing the current valuation of
that sector versus its
own history.

Relative CAPE® =

Current
sector
CAPE® ratio

20-year rolling
average of
sector CAPE®
ratio
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The Shiller Barclays CAPE® Global Sector
Index Mechanics

Diversified global equity exposure tilting towards sectors with Value and Momentum
The index construction process:
Step 1 - 10 Global Sectors
Split the global developed market equity universe into 10 Global Sectors based on the GICS sector
classification, and calculate the index prices and earnings for these sectors
Step 2- Relative CAPE®
Select the five most undervalued sectors based on the Relative CAPE® indicator. Identify the sectors
that are best placed to out-perform, given their lower valuation without falling for the potential
sector bias of using non-relative CAPE® valuations
Step 3 - Momentum
Calculate the index price momentum and earnings for the 10 Global Sectors
Step 4 - New Selection
Allocate equally to the four undervalued sectors with the most positive momentum, aiming to avoid
investing in a ‘value trap’
Step 5 - A Globally Diversified Equity Index
On each month rebalancing date, the Index equally allocates to a basket composed of the sectors
selected on the current rebalancing date and several previous rebalancing dates

Calculate index prices and earnings
for 10 Global Sectors

10 Global Sectors

Relative CAPE® Indicator for each
sector

Momentum

New Selection
Final

Select five most undervalued sectors based
on Relative CAPE® indicator
Remove one sector with the lowest 12-month
momentum

Equally weighted 4 sectors
Average of new selection (for the current month) and
several previous months
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Risk Factors
An investment in the Index may also involves fees and costs as well as a range
of risks. The following is a summary of these fees and costs and certain risks
associated with the Index. You should consider the following, and consult with
your advisers and read any product documentation carefully, before investing in
any financial product based on the performance of the Index.
The Index methodology may be ineffective in allocating exposure to the best
performing sectors.
There can be no assurance that sectors with lower Relative CAPE® ratios and
higher 12-month price momentum will outperform sectors with higher Relative
CAPE® ratios and/or lower 12-month price momentum.
Because the Index portfolio will allocate to a selection of chosen sectors, with a
max weight of 25% per sector, the predefined weightings among the sectors may
not be the most optimal allocations even if the Index is successful in selecting the
best performing sectors.
Because an Index will at any time only be invested in a limited number of sectors,
it may produce lower returns than an investment in a more diversified pool of
assets.
Certain versions in the Index family may include deductions for fees and costs.
These deductions will reduce Index performance, and the Index will underperform
similar portfolios from which these fees and costs are not deducted.
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Disclaimers
THE SHILLER BARCLAYS INDICES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED IN PART BY RSBB-I, LLC, THE RESEARCH PRINCIPAL OF WHICH
IS ROBERT J. SHILLER. RSBB-I, LLC IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR, AND DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY OR
COMPLETENESS OF THE SHILLER BARCLAYS INDICES OR ANY DATA OR METHODOLOGY EITHER INCLUDED THEREIN
OR UPON WHICH IT IS BASED. NEITHER RSBB-I, LLC NOR ROBERT J. SHILLER OR ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE PARTNERS,
EMPLOYEES, SUBCONTRACTORS, AGENTS, SUPPLIERS AND VENDORS (COLLECTIVELY, THE “PROTECTED PARTIES”),
SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY, WHETHER CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF A PROTECTED PARTY OR OTHERWISE, FOR ANY
ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INTERRUPTIONS THEREIN, AND MAKE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO PERFORMANCE OR RESULTS EXPERIENCED BY ANY PARTY FROM THE USE OF ANY INFORMATION INCLUDED THEREIN OR UPON
WHICH IT IS BASED, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE WITH RESPECT THERETO, AND SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIMS OR LOSSES OF ANY NATURE IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF SUCH INFORMATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST PROFITS OR PUNITIVE OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF RSBB-I, LLC, ROBERT J. SHILLER OR ANY PROTECTED PARTY IS ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SAME.
BARCLAYS GROUP

CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST

NOT RESEARCH
BARCLAYS GROUP
POSITIONS
FOR INFORMATION ONLY
NO OFFER

NO LIABILITY
NO ADVICE

THIRD PARTY
INFORMATION

PAST & SIMULATED PAST
PERFORMANCE
OPINIONS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE
NOT FOR RETAIL

This communication has been prepared by Barclays Group.
“Barclays Group” means Barclays Bank PLC, Barclays PLC, Barclays Ireland PLC and any of
their subsidiaries, affiliates, ultimate holding company and any subsidiaries or affiliates of such
holding company.
BARCLAYS GROUP IS A FULL SERVICE INVESTMENT BANK. In the normal course of offering
investment banking products and services to clients. Barclays Group may act in several
capacities (including issuer, market maker, underwriter, distributor, index sponsor, swap
counterparty and calculation agent) simultaneously with respect to a product, giving rise to
potential conflicts of interest which may impact the performance of a product.

This document is from a Barclays Group’s Trading and/or Distribution desk and is not a product
of the Barclays Group’s Research department. Any views expressed may differ from those of
Barclays Group’s Research.
Barclays Group, its affiliates and associated personnel may at any time acquire, hold or dispose
of long or short positions (including hedging and trading positions) which may impact the
performance of a product.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND IT IS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE. IT IS INDICATIVE ONLY AND IS NOT BINDING.

Barclays Group is not offering to sell or seeking offers to buy any product or enter into any
transaction. Any transaction requires Barclays Group’s subsequent formal agreement which will
be subject to internal approvals and binding transaction documents. Without limitation to the
foregoing, any transaction may also be subject to review by Barclays Group against its published
Tax Principles.
Barclays Group is not responsible for the use made of this document other than the purpose for
which it is intended, except to the extent this would be prohibited by law or regulation.
Obtain independent professional advice before investing OR TRANSACTING. Barclays Group
is not an advisor and will not provide any advice relating to a product. Before making an investment decision, investors should ensure they have sufficient information to ascertain the
legal, financial, tax and regulatory consequences of an investment to enable them to make an
informed investment decision. Barclays is acting solely as principal and not in the capacity as a
Fiduciary or as a Municipal Advisor.
Barclays Group is not responsible for information stated to be obtained or derived from third
party sources or statistical services.
Any past or simulated past performance (including back-testing) contained herein is no
indication as to future performance.

All opinions and estimates are given as of the date hereof and are subject to change. The value
of any investment may also fluctuate as a result of market changes. Barclays is not obliged to
inform the recipients of this communication of any change to such opinions or estimates.
This document is being directed at persons who are professional investors and is not intended
for retail client use.
Not For Further Distribution or Distribution To Retail Clients.
For Discussion Purposes Only.
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Disclaimers
IMPORTANT
DISCLOSURES

For important regional disclosures you must read, visit the link relevant to your region.
Please contact your Barclays representative if you are unable to access.
EMEA https://home.barclays/disclosures/important-emea-disclosures/
APAC https://home.barclays/disclaimers/important-disclosures-asia-pacific/
US
https://home.barclays/disclaimers/important-disclosures-united-states-/

CONFIDENTIAL

This document is confidential and no part of it may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted
without the prior written permission of Barclays Group.

ABOUT BARCLAYS
GROUP

COPYRIGHT

Barclays offers premier investment banking products and services to its clients through
Barclays Bank PLC. Barclays Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority and is a
member of the London Stock Exchange. Barclays Bank PLC is registered in England No. 1026167
with its registered office at 1 Churchill Place, London E14 5HP.
For clients in the US:
Barclays Capital Inc. is a US registered broker/dealer affiliate of Barclays Bank PLC and a member
of SIPC, FINRA and NFA. Barclays Capital Inc. operates out of 745 Seventh Avenue, New York,
NY 10019. Where required pursuant to applicable US laws, rules and/or regulations, Barclays
Capital Inc. accepts responsibility for the distribution of this document in the United States to
U.S. Persons. Where a communication is being directed at persons who are professionals, it is
directed at institutional investors in the U.S. as defined by FINRA Rule 2210(a)(4).
For clients in Canada:
In Canada, Barclays Bank PLC and Barclays Capital Inc. rely on the International Dealer
Exemption in various provinces to engage in securities trading with institutional clients who
qualify as Permitted Clients under National Instrument 31- 103.
For clients in Mexico:
Barclays Bank México, S.A., Institución de Banca Múltiple, Grupo Financiero Barclays México
is the Mexican afiliate of Barclays Bank PLC and is duly incorporated under Mexican Laws,
authorized to act as a financial Institution in Mexico and regulated mainly by the National
Banking and Securities Commission (Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores), among other
Mexican authorities.
For clients of Barclays Securities Japan Limited:
Barclays Securities Japan Limited is a joint-stock company incorporated in Japan with
registered office of 6-10-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-6131, Japan. It is a subsidiary of
Barclays Bank PLC and a registered financial instruments firm regulated by the Financial Services
Agency of Japan. Registered Number: Kanto Zaimukyokucho (kinsho) No. 143.
For clients of Barclays Bank PLC, Tokyo Branch:
Barclays Bank PLC, Tokyo Branch is a branch in Japan of Barclays Bank PLC with registered office
of 6-10-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-6131, Japan. It is a registered financial institution
regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan. Registered Number: Kanto Zaimukyokucho
(toukin) No. 626.
© Copyright Barclays 2022 (all rights reserved).
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Important Disclosures for EMEA countries

For below EMEA countries, please note the relevant important disclosures:
FRANCE

IRELAND

ISRAEL

QATAR

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Barclays Bank Ireland PLC, Paris Branch is supervised by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers
and the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution. Barclays Bank Ireland PLC, Paris
branch’s principal establishment is at 34 /36 Avenue de Friedland - 75383 Paris Cedex 8 – and
the registration number is 842 837 080 R.C.S. Paris.
Barclays Bank Ireland PLC is a company registered under the law of Ireland under the form of
a Public Company Limited By Shares – Registered Office: One Molesworth Street, Dublin 2,
Ireland, D02 RF29. Registration number 396330.
A list of names and personal details of every director of the Barclays Bank Ireland PLC is available
for inspection to the public at the company’s registered office for a nominal fee.
Barclays Bank PLC is not authorised as a credit institution or an investment firm in France and
does not provide regulated investment or banking services to clients established in France. Any
communications that you have with Barclays Bank PLC in France regarding Content is solely in
its role as a unregulated provider of such Content.
Barclays Bank PLC is not authorised as a credit institution or an investment firm in Ireland and
does not provide regulated investment or banking services to clients established in Ireland. Any
communications that you have with Barclays Bank PLC in Ireland regarding Content is solely in
its role as a unregulated provider of such Content.

Nothing herein should be considered “investment advice” as defined in the Regulation of
Investment Advising, Investment Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 (the
“Advisory Law”).
In Israel this message is being made available to Eligible Investors, as defined under the Advisory
Law who are also sophisticated investors enumerated in Appendix A of the Securities Law,
5728-1968 (“Securities Law”) who purchase securities solely for their own benefit and on their
own account and not with the aim or intention of distributing or offering such securities to other
parties. Such investors acknowledge and approve that they would be deemed sophisticated
investors for purposes of the Securities Law.
Barclays does not maintain an investment advisory or an investment marketing license with
the Israel Securities Authority (ISA). Barclays previously held an investment marketing license
with the ISA but it cancelled such license on 30/11/2014 since Barclays provides its services
to Eligible Clients (as defined under the Advisory Law) solely, pursuant to available exemption
under the Advisory Law and a license is not required. Accordingly, Barclays does not maintain an
insurance coverage pursuant to the Advisory Law.
Barclays Bank PLC in the Qatar Financial Centre (Registered No. 00018) is authorised by
the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. Barclays Bank PLC, QFC Branch may only
undertake the regulated activities that fall within the scope of its existing QFCRA authorisation.
Related financial products or services are only available to Business investors as defined by the
Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. Principal place of business in Qatar: Office 741, 7th
floor, The Gate Mall - Tower II, Maysaloun St., West Bay, PO Box 14023, Doha, Qatar.
Barclays Bank PLC in the Dubai International Financial Centre (Registered No. 0060) is regulated
by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Barclays Bank PLC (DIFC Branch) may only undertake
the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA licence. Related
financial products or services are only available to Market Counterparties, as defined by the
Dubai Financial Services Authority. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International
Financial Centre, The Gate Village Building No. 4, Level 4, PO Box 506504, Dubai, U.A.E.
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Important Disclosures for APAC countries

For below APAC countries, please note the relevant important disclosures:
AUSTRALIA

HONG KONG
NEW ZEALAND

SINGAPORE
JAPAN

“Wholesale client” as defined by the Australian Corporations Act 2001.
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has provided certain exemptions
to Barclays Bank PLC (BBPLC), Barclays Capital Asia Limited 巴克萊亞洲有限公司 (BCAL), Barclays Capital
Securities Limited (BCSL) and Barclays Capital Inc. (BCI) under paragraph 911A(2)(l) of the
Corporations Act 2001 from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence
(AFSL) in respect of financial services provided to Australian wholesale clients, on the basis
that these entities are regulated in jurisdictions which ASIC has assessed as having sufficiently
equivalent regulation. Relevantly:
Barclays Bank PLC (ABN: 95 644 502 170), is incorporated in the United Kingdom and is
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority of the United Kingdom (PRA) and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United Kingdom and the PRA.
Barclays Capital Asia Limited (ABN: 94 625 731 295), is incorporated in the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region and is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission
(HK SFC).
BCSL is authorised by the PRA and regulated by the FCA and the PRA.
BCI is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (US SEC) and the
Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC).
All of the abovementioned jurisdictions have laws which differ from Australian laws.
In addition, BBPLC is authorised as a foreign authorized deposit-taking institution (ADI) by the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) under Australian laws. If you receive services
from any other entity within the Barclays Group, please note that BBPLC does not guarantee
or support the activities of those other entities (unless there is a separate agreement to that
effect). Further, obligations of these other entities do not represent deposits or other liabilities
of BBPLC. To the extent you invest money with these other entities, you are exposed to
investment risk to those entities, including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and
principal invested, as relevant.
“Professional investor” as defined by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) for the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region. Barclays Bank PLC is incorporated in the United Kingdom
with limited liability.

Barclays is not a registered bank, a licensed non-bank deposit taker, or otherwise supervised by
the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, under the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989 or the Nonbank Deposit Takers Act 2013.
This material and the information contained in or accompanying this material are not, and are
under no circumstances to be construed as, an offer of financial products for issue requiring
disclosure to an investor under Part 3 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (the “FMCA”).
This material and the information contained in or accompanying this material have not been
registered, filed with or approved by any New Zealand regulatory authority or under or in
accordance with the FMCA. This material and the information contained in or accompanying
this material are not a disclosure document under New Zealand law and do not contain all the
information that a disclosure document is required to contain under New Zealand law. Any offer
or sale of any financial product described in these materials in New Zealand will be made only in
accordance with the FMCA
a) to a person who is an “investment business” as defined in clause 37 of Schedule 1 of the
FMCA; or
b) to a person who “large” as defined in clause 39 of Schedule 1 of the FMCA; or
c) to a person who is “government agency” as defined clause 40 of Schedule 1 of in the FMCA;;
or
d) in other circumstances where there is no contravention of the FMCA (or any statutory
modification or re-enactment of, or statutory substitution for, the FMCA.
“Institutional Investors” and “Accredited Investors” as defined in Section 4A of the Securities
Futures Act (Chapter 289).

“Professional investor” as defined by the Financial Instruments and Exchange Laws (“FIEL”)
for the Japan region. It is not intended for persons (i) who do not fall within the definition of
professional investor as specified in Article 2, paragraph 31 of the FIEL and the relevant cabinet
ordinances thereof or (ii) who are professional investors but regarded as not being professional
investors due to application of Article 34-2, paragraph 5 of the FIEL. Barclays Securities
Japan Limited is a joint-stock company incorporated in Japan with registered office of 6-101, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-6131, Japan. It is a subsidiary of Barclays Bank PLC and
a registered financial instruments firm regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan.
Registered Number: Kanto Zaimukyokucho (kinsho) No. 143.
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Important Disclosures for LatAM countries

For below LatAM countries, please note the relevant important disclosures:
BRAZIL

The strategy products may not be offered or sold to the public in Brazil. Accordingly, the
strategy products have not been and will not be registered with the Brazilian Securities and
Exchange Commission (Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, the “CVM”), nor have been submitted
to the foregoing agency for approval. Documents relating to the strategy products, as well as
the information contained therein, may not be supplied to the public in Brazil, as the offering of
strategy products is not a public offering of strategy products in Brazil, nor used in connection
with any offer for subscription or sale of strategy products to the public in Brazil. A seller of the
strategy products may be asked by the purchaser to comply with procedural requirements to
evidence previous title to the strategy products and may be subject to Brazilian tax on capital
gains which may be withheld from the sale price. Persons wishing to offer or acquire the strategy
products within Brazil should consult with their own counsel as to the applicability of these
registration requirements or any exemption therefrom.

COLOMBIA

This document does not constitute a public offer in the Republic of Colombia. The offer of
strategy products is addressed to less than one hundred specifically identified investors . The
strategy products may not be promoted or marketed in Colombia or to Colombian residents,
unless such promotion and marketing is made in compliance with Decree 2555 of 2010 and other applicable rules and regulations related to the promotion of foreign Products in Colombia.
The distribution of this presentation and the offering of strategy products may be restricted
in certain jurisdictions. The information contained in this presentation is for general guidance
only, and it is the responsibility of any person or persons in possession of this presentation and
wishing to make application for strategy products to inform themselves of, and to observe, all
applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicants for strategy
products should inform themselves of any applicable legal requirements, exchange control
regulations and applicable taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or
domicile.

URUGUAY

El Receptor del presente documento correspondiente a strategy products declara conocer
y entender a la perfección el idioma inglés en el que los documentos referidos se encuentran
redactados, por lo tanto no hay necesidad de que dichos documentos sean entregados en
idioma español ni en ningún otro idioma adicional al idioma inglés.

